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Abstract 
Semialgebraic sets (subsets of R’ defined by polynomial inequalities) and (discontinuous) 
semialgebraic maps form a category with many of the desirable properties of the category of 
finite sets, suggesting that groups in this category should be somewhat like finite groups. We 
develop this idea, in the more general setting of the category of definable sets and maps in an 
o-minimal structure. In this category Euler characteristic plays the role played by cardinality in 
the category of finite sets. We generalize Syiow’s theorems to definable groups, with some new 
features arising: there are O-groups as well as p-groups. Introducing the notion of parametriz- 
able sets of definable subgroups allows us to generalize the Syiow-Frobenius theorem. We 
prove several properties of definable groups; among them are: groups with bounded exponent 
are finite (Proposition 6.1) groups of Euler characteristic one are uniquely divisible (Proposi- 
tion 4.1) definable O-groups are abelian (Corollary 5.17), semialgebraic O-groups are mono- 
genie, and have only countably many “maximal” subgroups (Corollaries 5.14 and 5.15) 
maximal tori are conjugate (Corollary 5.19). We also give some examples of “exotic” groups. 
0. Preliminaries and main results 
Let 9 = (R, < ,Y) be a structure, such that < is a dense linear ordering without 
endpoints, and 9 is a set of relations. 
Definition 0.1. 9 is said to be o-mini& if every definable subset of R is a finite union 
of intervals (a, b) (UER u { - co}, b E R u { + co}), and points. 
In this paper we assume that 9 satisfies the definable choice property, i.e. each 
definable equivalence relation on a definable set has a definable set of representatives. 
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(For example if R is an ordered group with definable group operation then .9? satisfies 
the definable choice property: see Cl].) 
Under these assumptions the Cell Decomposition Theorem, and the Curve Selec- 
tion Lemma are valid (see [I, 43). We can also define geometric invariants of 
a definable set X: dimension dim(X) (maximal dimension of a cell contained in X). and 
Euler characteristic E(X) (for a cell C, E(C) = ( - l)dim’C); E(X) = CE(C) , the sum 
over all cells C in some cell decomposition of X); see [I. 7-J. 
Examples of structures satisfying the above assumptions are real semilinear, semi- 
algebraic, and finitely subanalytic sets (see [Z] ). 
Definition 0.2. A group (G, . ) will be called a dejkble gt~up iff G is a definable set, and 
G x Gg((g, it) -+ g,lz~G is a definable map. (It follows that .q++g- ’ is also definable.) 
A dqjiinahle honwrrrorphisn~ between definable groups will be a group homomorphism, 
which is a definable mapping. 
For p a prime or 0 we define: a p-group is a definable group G such that for any 
proper definable subgroup H of G, E(G/N) E 0 mod p, where “ = mod 0” means “ = “. 
G is a strong p-group ifp is a prime and E(G) # 0. (It will turn out that strong p-groups 
are just finite p-groups.) In Section 2 we prove the descending chain condition for 
definable groups (Theorem 2.6; the dcc was proved by Pillay in 653, using methods of 
model theory; we give here a different, geometric proof), and then we generalize 
Sylow’s theorems (see e.g. [3]) to definable groups. We prove 
Theorem 2.14 (First Sylow Theorem). Ler G he n dejirlahlr yrotcp md let p he a prime 
or 0. if’ H c G is a (strnng) p-subgroup artd E(G/H) I Ornod p then there exists 
a (strong) p-subgroup K of G, such thut H is a proper rrorrnul suhg~~up of K. 
Maximal (strong) p-subgroups of a definable group G we call (strong) Sylow 
p-subgroups of G. We prove 
Theorenu 2.21 (Second Sylow Theorem). [TH is a dqfitzahle p-subgroup of N dejinahlr 
group G and P is c? Sallow p-subgroup qf G, therz there esists seG such that H < SF? ‘. 
In particular, ull Sylow p-subgroups are conjugate. 
To prove the generalizations of the Third Sylow Theorem and the Sylow-Frobenius 
Theorem we define Euler characteristic for “parametrizable” sets of subgroups of 
a definable group. We prove the following theorems. 
Third Sylow Theorem (see Proposition 3.12 and Theorems 3.13 and 2.21). !f p is 
u prime or 0 then the set qf Sylow p-subgroups of a dyfirzahle group G is CI parmetrisahle 
set of Euler characteristic = 1 mod p. 
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Sylow-Frobenius Theorem (see Theorem 3.13). Let p he T ,~rimt, li 2 p subgroup of 
a dqfinabte group G, and let k 2 0. Then the set of subgroups of G containing H as 
a subgroup qf index pk and the ser of subgroups of G containing a Sylow O-subgroup of 
G as a subgroup of index pk are both parametrizable sets either empty or qf Euler 
characteristic = 1 mod p. 
In Section 4 we prove the following propositions. 
P~~pos~don 4.1. Let G be a dejiir;able group and E(G) = + 1. Then pn : G 3 x + X” E G is 
a bijection for n 2 1. 
Proposition 4.4. Let G be a definable abelian group of Euler characteristic # 0. Then 
G = H x T, where H, T -=I G, E(H) = + 1 and T is finite. 
A definable group is called a torus iff it is a O-group and every definable subgroup 
i.:ontains a O-subgroup of finite index. In Section 5 we investigate properties of 
O-groups and tori. We show that all definable O-groups are abelian, and that semi- 
algebraic O-groups are monogenic and contain only countably many “maximal” 
s:mialgebraic subgroups (Corollaries 5.14, 5.15 and 5.17); maximal tori of a definable 
g~up are conjugate and a semialgebraic torus has on’!y countably many semialgeb- 
raic subgroups (Corollaries 5.18 and 5.19). We also give examples of “exotic” O-groups 
(Examples 5.3 and 5.5). 
Section 6 deals with definable torsion groups. We show the following propositions. 
Proposition 6.1. If T is a definable group such that there is k E N + such that tk = efor all 
tE T then T is jinite. 
Propdtion 6.2. If R contains no countable intervals, then all dejnable torsion groups 
are jinite. 
Section 1 contains examples of semialgebraic groups. Examples 1.2 and 1.3 give 
uncountably many nonisomorphic semialgebraic groups of dimension 1 not contain- 
ing proper subgroups of the same dimension. Not all semialgebraic groups (even 
commutative) are direct or semidirect products of the groups mentioned above and 
finite groups (see Examples 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6); it may be true for groups of nonzero Euler 
characteristic, however we do not know even if the following weaker conjecture is 
true: 
If G is a definable group and E(G) # 0 then G contains a definable subgroup H of 
finite index with E(H) = + 1. 
(We can show that under the above assumptions, if 1 E(G) 1 = n, for every element 
g of G there is a unique pair (x, r) of commuting elements uch that g = x. r, x is an nth 
power, and r has a finite order.) 
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We also conjecture that for grsups of nonzero Euler characteristic 
sgn E(G) = ( - I)dimtG’, but we can prove it only for semialgebraic groups of dimen- 
sion one. 
1. Examples 
Let R be the real numbers, and let us consider the o-minimal structure of semiat- 
gebraic sets. 
Example 1.1. All algebraic subgroups of GL(n) (hence all finite groups) are semial- 
gebraic groups. 
Example 1.2. Groups (W, + ) and (R,, +) are nonisomorphic semialgebraic groups of 
dimension 1 and Euler characteristic - 1. (By isomorphism we mean a definable map 
which is a group isomorphism.) 
Example 1.3. Let So denote the unit circle in @ with multiplication, Sr = [0, 1) with 
addition defined by 
x + ymod(1) = 
x+Y if x+y< 1, 
x+y-1 ifx+yll, 
for a > 1, S2(a) = [l, a) with multiplication defined by 
x*ymod(a) = 
I 
x*Y if x .y < a, 
x-y/a if x*y 2 a. 
Then So, Sr and S2(a) , a > 1 are semialgebraic groups of dimension 1 and Euler 
characteristic 0. Moreover, two of these groups are isomorphic iff they are S,(a) and 
S,(b) , and In(b) /In(a) EQ. 
Example 1.4. The noncommutative group of all matrices 
where CCR, 
is isomorphic to the semidirect product of R and Z2. 
Example 1.5. The group of all complex matrices 
is an extension of Z2 by So, which is not a semidirect product. 
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Example 1.6. Define addition in G = Sr x S,(e) by 
tx, 4 + t y, WI = 
(x -I- y mod(l), u-w mod(e)) if r4.w < e, 
(x + y -t- l/2 mod( 1), u-w mod(e)) if u.w 2 e. 
Then (6, + ) is a commutative semiaigebraic group, which is an extension of Sz(ef by 
Sr not isomorphic to their semidirect product. 
2. Euler characteristic and the Sylow theorems 
For a definable set X, let E(X) denote its Euler characteristic. 
Let H < G be definable groups. By G/H we will denote a definabie choice of 
representatives for left cosets of H in G, i.e. 
G/H = (+zH)JuEG) cG , 
where 7 is a definable choice function (see [l, Chapter 8, 1.23). We have a definabie 
projection 
p:G3a4 +H)EG/H. 
If H is a normal subgroup then G/H is a definable group with the operation defined by 
xQy = p(x*y) . 
Remark 2.1. E(G) = E(H). E(G/H), since as definable sets Gz H x (G/H) 
(see [l, Chapter 7, 2.10]). 
The proofs of the first few propositions are the same as in the finite case, module 
some checking of definability and of the strength of the analogy between Euler 
characteristic and cardinality. 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose [G: H] = n c OCI, and that no prime < n divides E(H). Then 
H is a normal subgroup. (Special case: n is the least prime dividing E(G).) 




(a4 l wph (@) c> YUEG gaH = o(aH), 
so @ is a definable mapping. 
Let K = Ker(@) . Then K E H, G/K is isomorphic to a subgroup of C, so [G: K] 
divides n!. Since [G : K] = [G : H]j_H : K], [H : K] divides (n - 1) !. Thus [H : K] = 1, 
because [H: K] divides E(H), and so H is normal in G. 0 
Remark. If we assumed E(G/H) = p instead of [G: H] = p then the proposition 
would no longer be true. Let 
Then E(G) = 2, E(H) = 1, E(G/H) = 2, but H is not a normal subgroup of G. 
Let G be a definable group and let p be a prime or 0. 
Definition 2.3. We will call G a (strong) p-~p~~p iff for any proper definable subgroup 
H ofG 
E(G/H) 4 Omodp (p # 0 and E(G) # 0). 
Here “ E mod 0” means “ = “. 
Lemma 2.4, Let a p-group H, p a prime or 0, uct dc$inuhly on a d&mbk set S, and let 
so = {XESlhX = x Vhdf). 
E(S) = E(S,)mod p . 
Proof. Let 
R = ((x,y)dxSI3hdf y = hx), 
which is a definable equivalence relation. Then we have 
E(S) = c n*lZ(fx~S/R 1 E([x]~) = n). j 
ne7 
(see [ 1, Chapter 7, 2.10). 
For XES put H, = (h~:tlI hx = x{. Then H/If,3 N -+ LI,Y E[x]~ is a definable bijec- 
tion. Hence E([.x]~) = E(H/H,). 
If hl # H, then E(H/N,) = 0 mod p. 
If H = H, then XE&,, and so [x),~ = {x). 
Hence if p is a prime we have 
and so E(S) = E(&)modp. 
If p = 0 and .Y $ So then E(H/ff,) = 0, and so E([x]~) = 0. 
Therefore E(S) = E(S,), which concludes the proof. rJ 
Proof. Let e dcnotc the unit of G and let 
Since 
c; I’ ‘3(u,, . . . , (I,,. ,) -+(u,, . . . . up r.(a,* . . . ‘U, ,) ‘)ES 
is a definable bijection, E(S) = E(GP-‘) = E(G)p-‘. Hence E(S) = Omodp. 
Z,, acts definably on S by 
k*(u,, . . . ) (I,,) = (Uk f ,, . . . , UP’ (II, . . . . (lk) 
and if WC dclinc S,, as in Lemma 2.4 WC: have (u, . . . . cj~.S,,. By Lemma 2.4, 
/1(S) zz I:‘(,~,,) mod p. Thcrcl’orc So has mozz than one clcmcnt. c-1 
If ff i G ate dcfimtblc groups iiicn [G: l,] -c r/J ifT dim ii = Jim 6 (see [ :, ! kip- 
tcr 7, 1.51). 
Proof. Let dim G = 11, and ict G = C, u 1.. u Ck be a cell decomposition of G. 
Choose (I,, . . * , uk in R. There is ;I definable injection cb: G -+ R" ’ ’ such that 
(/J((‘i)S [(li) x R” (SW [I, Chnptcr 5, 2.7]), s WC may iissumc Gr-; X .= (, jf , irr,i x IX”. 
lyrom now on WC will consider G to bc ;I subset of the topological space X, so thrtl in! 
itnd ii will denote respectively interior and boundary rclativc to X. 
Let /l: G x G + G bc the multiplication. Put, for LEG 
R, = (.xEG 111 is not continuous in any neighborhood of ({I. s),‘. 
The sets N,, and B arc dclinablc (see [I, Chapter 5, 2.1 1 and Chapter 7. l.S:J). 
We have dim B -c n because otherwise the set i(tq, x)1 11 is not continuous in any 
neighborhood of (61, x)) would have dimension }I’, which contradicts the Cell DC- 
composition Theorem (set [I, Chapter 5, 2. I I] ). 
Let us tokc ;I ccl1 dccomposititrn IlID trl G consisterlt with 11. 
I:ix a dclinitblc subgroup I-/ of I; with dim 11 = t1. 
Cltritn. dim(N \ IJ [DEID I ll is an open ccl1 contained in I-I 1) < tz. 
Proof Let DE ID be an open cell such that D A int tl # 8. It suilices to show that 
DSint H. 
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Suppose D $ int H. Since DC G, there exists y E(G\ int .H) n D. Fix x ED n int M. 
Since D is a cell we have a continuous definable 
y : [u, h-J -P D, 7(a) = x, y(b) = y 
(see [I, Chapter 5, 2.9 and Chapter 8, 2.21). 
Let St; denote the topological boundary in G, and let 
to = sup;r E [cc, II] I for all s i t, y(s) E int H), 
and let z = y(to). Then z~&(int H), because DcG. 
Let VC D be an open neighborhood of z. If VcH then z~int H, which is not true. 
Hence V n (G\H) + 8, which proves that ZE fi(G\H). Therefore z E & (int I-I) 
n 6(G\ H). 
Claim’: &(int Hj n t5(G\H)cB. 
By Claim’, ZE II n U # 0. But D is consistent with B, so D c R, which contradicts 
dim D = n > dim B. 
ProoJ’cfClaim’: Suppose there is gE&(int H) n J(G\\ H) such that dim B, -c n. Then 
there is x@int H)\ B, i.e. there are open definable neighborhoods Cl and V of respec- 
tively g and x such that p is continuous on ?J x V. We may assume that 5’~ ii11 H. 
Fix YE V. Since gE&(int H) there is an E > 0 in R and a continuous definable 
y : (0, E) --) (int H) n U 
such tha! iim,,oY(t) = g (see [ 1, Chapter 8, 1.51). 
Then for all t~(0, c), cl(y (t), y) E H. We have lim (-0 PO! OX Y) = p(g, Y) , and so Ag, Y) 
~cl(H). 
Since g~ii(G\ Ill) there is I:’ > 0 in R and a continuous definable 
fi:(O, E’) + (G\H) n U 
such that lim,...o/3(t) = g. Then for all t E (0, c’), p(/?(tj, Y)EG\ H and 
hm,-op(fl@). y) = ,Ng, y) , and so &I, yWiG\W. 
Hence we have a definable injection 
V~_V -+ /l(y, y)~cl(H) n cl(G\H)cG(H), 
which contradicts dim V = n > dim ii(H). 
Suppos;: +k (H < G 1 H is definable, dim H = n) = co. Then there are two different 
definable stlbgroups H and K of G such that 
dim H := dim K = n and 
{DELI 10 is an op en cell contained in H) 
= {DsD ) D is an open cell contained in K > .
Substituting H n K for H (if not K < H) we may assume that H < K. We have 
K\HEU{DEI~-? 1 D not open), and hence dim(H\K) < II. 
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Let yeK\H. Then H3h --) gh~ K \ H is an injective definable mapping, which con- 
tradicts dim H = n > dim(K\H). Cl 
Remark. The descending chain condition for definable subgroups is an immediate 
corollary. 
If H < G let N,(N) denote the normalizer of fi in G. 
Lemma 2.7. [fH is a dejnuble p-subgroup of a dejinable group C;, where p is a prime or 
0, then 
E(N,(N)/H) = E(G/H) mod p . 
Proof. Put S = G/I-I and let p: G ZIU -+ T(~H )EG/H be the defnable projection. Then 
N x SE@, s) -+ p(hs@S 
is a definable action. If we define So as in Lemma 2.4 then 
XESO + p(hx) = x VhEH .z+ hxH = xH tlh~ H 
e x -‘hxH = H VheH cs x-‘hxEH VheH o x-‘HxcH. 
Suppose x-‘Hx c H. Then x-k-lNxk+l c xMkHxk for all k~fV. Hence we have 
a descending infinite sequence of definable groups 
H I x--‘Hx XI x--~Hx~ II ... , 
which contradicts Theorem 2.6. Therefore x- ’ Hx = H, and 
XESO - xeN,(H). 
Hence 
&I = {x~G/u I xWdW} = N,(H)/H, 
because if xH n N,(H) # 8 then xH c N,(H). Now, to conclude the proof we use 
Lemma 2.4. 
Corollary 2.8. If H is a dejinable p-subgroup of a definable group G and 
E(G/H) - 0 mod p then N,(H) # H. U 
Lemma 2.9. Let G be a definahic group with E(G) = 0. 7kv there exists a 0-,suhgroup 
H # (e) contained in G. 
Proof. By dcc on definable subgroups, there exists a minimal subgroup H of charac- 
teristic 0. This means that all proper subgroups of H have nonzero characteristic, 
hence, by Remark 2.1, E(H/M) = 0 for all M < H, A4 # H. 0 
Proof. The map 4 is well dcfincd, bccausc if tt ‘ttt E N ~7 K ihcn tt ‘ttt EK, If 
#(tt, (N ~1 K)) = WAN n K)) , then tt ‘tttc K, and so tI ‘ttrcz N n K, which proves 
that 4) is injectivc. 
If N is normal then N-K = in4 1 nEN, k~Ki, so elements of N-K/K are all of the 
form n.K, which proves surjectivity of @. El 
Proof. By ‘I’hcorcm 3.6 it sullices to show that if [G: II] < m and [G: K] < XI then 
[G:(lf n K)] < YJ. Hy Lemma 2.10 we have injection from ff/(H n K) IO H*K/K. 
Since 1I.k’ c: G and [I;: K] -c w, [/f.K: KJ -c 1x2. Hence [II: (W n K)] < co, and so 
[G:(If r‘l K)] < XI. Ll 
@:(G/H) x (ff/K)s(n. II) --) p&qh)~G/K, 
‘I’: G/K 3.x -+ (pc,&), pl,,K(pG,I,(.~) - ‘x))E(G/H) x (H/K) , 
Proof. It suffices to show that @ is injcctivr sf(I *I Y = idCilK. 
If ~(;,~({gh) = pc;.I((g’h’) then h-‘~~-‘~g’k’*_ *i -,riti so g/- *g’~hKh’-‘cl-I. Hence 
g = 8’. Then h .~ ‘11’~ K, so II .= h’, which prc’v~ rljectivity of (1). 
WC have 
-x - ‘PG.&f p1f,&i.11(-‘:3- ‘-4 = IT- ‘prt.& SK, 
where h = pc;,,,(x) - ‘x. Heucc 
(In’,“’ = I’(;* /J pc;*t,(x) p,,,J pc;.,,(.x) ‘x) = p(;*&.u) = .Y . 0 
Lemma 2.13. Let K c H < G be definable groups, attd let K be normal in G. Then 
~:(G/K)/(H/K)3((gl<)-(H/K) + sHEG/‘H 
is N de$tutble bijection. 
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Proof. We have 
which proves that Q, is well defined and injective. Surjectivity of @ is obvious. U 
Theorem 2.14 (First Sylow Theorem). Let G be a dejkahle group and let p he a prime 
or 0. If H < G is a (strong) p-subgroup and E(G/H) = Omodp thzn there exists 
a (strong) p-subgroup K of G, such that H is a proper normal subgroup of K. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.8, N,(H) # H, and by Lemma 2.7, 
E(N,(H) /H) = E(G/H) = Omodp . 
Since H is normal in N,(H), N,(H)/H is a definable group. 
If p is a prime then, by Lemma 2.5, N,(H)/H contains a subgroup K/H of order p. 
If p = 0 then, by Theorem 2.6, N,(H)/H contains a O-subgroup K/H. 
It suffices to show that K is a (strong) p-group. 
Since E(K) = E(K/H). E(H), if H is a strong p-group so is K. 
Let M < K be a proper definable subgroup. We have M < H.M < K and H is 
normal in K, so, by Lemma 2.12, 
E(K/M) = E(K/H.M)*E(H*M/M) 
and, by Lemma 2.10, 
E(H/(H n M)) = E(H*M/M). 
If H n M # H then E(H/(H n M)) = Omod p, because H is a p-group. If H n M = H 
then H < M, and, by Lemma 2.13, 
E(K/M) = EC(K/H)/(M/H)j E 0 mod p, 
because K/H is a p-group. This proves that K is a p-group. 0 
Remark 2.15. Strong p-groups are finite groups of order p”, x 2 0. 
Proof. Let G be a strong p-group. Then E(G) # 0 and so there exist m not divisible by 
p and neN, such that E(G) = mp”. By subsequent use of Theorem 2.14, starting from 
H = (4). WC nb!ain a subgroup iv; of I’; of order p”. Since mprr = E(G) = 
E(G/M)*E(M), E(G/M) = m. Therefore M is not a proper subgroup of G, i.e. 
G=MandIGI=p”. Cl 
Defidion 2.16. Maximal (strong) p-subgroups of a definable group G are called 
(strong) Sylow p-subgroups of G. 
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Remark 2.17. Strong Sylow p-subgroups exist 8 E(G) # 0. 
Remark 2.18. Sylow p-subgroups always exist. 
Proof. If p = 0 and H -=c K < G, ii # K are O-groups then E(K/H) = 0, so 
dim H < dim K, hence chains of O-subgroups have length bounded by dim G + 1. 
Let p be a prime, and let H be a Sylow O-subgroup of G. Then, by Theorem 2.14, 
0 # E(G/H) = nrp”, with some n 2 0, m not divisible by p. Since H is a p-subgroup of 
G, if n > 0, by subsequent use of the construction used to prove Theorem 2.14 we get 
a p-subgroup K > H such that [K : H] = p”. By Lemma 2.12, E(G/H) = E(G/K) * 
E(K/H), so E(G,‘K) = m. 
Suppose there is a p-group P such that K -C P c G. Then, by Lemma 2.12, 
E(G/K) = E(G/P)*E(P/K). Since E(G/K) is not divisible by p and P is a p-group, 
P=K. Cl 
Remark 2.19. If H is a Syiow p-subgroup of G (strong or not) then E(G/H) # 0 mod p. 
Remark 2-20. If E(G) # 0, p # 0 then ail p-subgroups of G are strong. 
Theorem 2.21 (Second Sylow Theorem). IfH is a dejnable p-subgroup of a defmable 
group G and P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, then there exists XEG such that H < xPx- ‘. 
In particular, each two Sylow p-subgroups are conjugate. 
Proof. Let H act definably on G/P by h*gP = hgP. We have 
h.gP = gP \j’hEH * g-‘hgP = P VhrH o g-%ggzP VhgH 
e g-‘Hg<P e H<gPg~‘. 
By Lemma 2.4, 
E((gP 1 h*gP = gP VhEH)) z &G/P) modp . 
By Remark 2.19, E(G/P) f Omod p. Therefore, 
(gPlhgP=gPVh~H)=(gPV-kgPg-‘}#@. •I 
Definition 2.22. If G is a definable group and ScG is a subse:., we say H < G is the 
deJ6nable subgroup generated by S if SC H and no proper definab!e subgroup of 
H contains S; we write H = (S). If S = (g) we say H is monogenic with generator g, 
and write H = (g). 
By Theorem 2.6, (S) exists for any S. 
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3. The Eylow-Frobenius theorem 
Let 2 * denote the set of definable subsets of a definable set A. 
Definition 3.1. Let A, C be deftnable sets, and let q5 : C + Z E 2*. WC call cf, d~$llul~l~* iff 
the net 
I-,,, = {(c, a)eC :\ A 1 UEC#I(C)] 
is definable. 
Definition 3.2. Let 4,, . . . , A,, be definable sets, and let 
4 = (4,. *** , q&J: c--t ZE2”1 x *** x 2”*1 . 
Definition 3.3. Let Al, . . . , A,,, B1, . . . , B, be definable sets, Zc2”1 x q.. x 24, either 
WC281 x . . . x2”vn or W is a definable set, and @: Z -, IV. We call Q, a dejnable 
mapping iff for ail definable sets C and definable mappings (b : C + Z the composites 
@o 4 : C --t W are definable. 
Definition 3.4. A map @ : Z --) W is called a definable isomorphism iff Q, is a bijection 
and @ and (B- ’ are definable. 
Remark 3.5. If Q,: Z + Wis a definable bijection then @- ’ need not be definable. For 
example, let 
z = {{a> I adR\Q} c2”, w= {{u> l&R} E 2w, 
and let CD: Z -+ W be any bijection. 
For a semialgebraic set C and a semialgebraic map d, : C -P Z we define 4’: 
C-+ R\Q by 4(c) = (4’(c)}. Then f+ = graph(@) and so (b’ is a semialgebraic map. 
Hence there are til, . . . , u,~lFt\Q and disjoint semialgebraic subsets Cl, . . . , C, of 
C such that 
C=Clu ... UC, and 4’lc,=ui. i 
Define @’ : R\Q -t R by @({a)) = {Q’(u))., and (@04)‘: C-t R by @o&c; = 
{(Go 4)‘(c);.. Then (@o$)‘lc, z @‘(ui). Since f Q, ,,, = graph(@o 4)‘, Q,o (1, is semialgeb- 
raic, and so @ is semialgebraic. 
On the other hand if we let 
then $ is semialgebraic, but @- ’ Q$ is not semialgebraic, because its image is infinite. 
Rema;k 3.5. !f’ A ,, . . . ) A,,, C arc definable sets and 
is a dclinable bijcction, then 4 is a definable iwmorphism. 
Proof. Let D be it definable set. and ict II/: I) + Z be a definable map. Then 
4 ’ “~,b: 1) -3 C, and (d, c)~graph($~. ’ otI/) ifT t/~(d) = (t,(c), i.e. 
VI .I i I iI VUEAi (C, U)Ef&, + ((l, U)Ef*; + 
TherefoE,> b, _ I 0 $ is a definable map. Cl 
Definition 3.7. WC say that 2~2~1 x ..a x 24 is paramctrizable if there is a dcfinablc 
set C and a dcfinablc bijcction (/I : C.’ --r %. 
We dclinc dim(%) = dim(C) ant.1 E(Z) = E(C). (By Remark 3.6, these notions are 
well defined.) 
Lemma 3.8. !f Z E 2A I x . -. x 2”” x 2” is purarnetrizahle, and 
p:24~X . . . X24,x2H.+ 2~41~ . . . x2An 
ES thr projection, then the <sets p(Z), 
p-q&, *.. , X,) ,fiw (X,, . . . , X,)E2”! x ... x 2A”, 
z,,, = ((x,, . . . , X,) ~2~1 x .*a x 2A*aI E(p-‘(XI+ . . . , X,)) = m), mZ 
E(Z) = c nvE(Z”,). 
ntsl 
Proof. Let C bc a definable set and let 4 = (41, . . . , C/J,,, c#+_,_ 1 ): C 4 Z be a definable 
bijection. Define an equivalence relation in C by 
a R h ifl PWQ) = ~(4@)). 
We have 
:a A is a definable equivalence relation. 
Let C/IX be a definable choice of representatives for the equivalence classes of R, and 
li:t 4: C--t C/R be the canonical projection. We have 
4 = cd4C,KI ... , 4”lC,K) : C/R + P(Z) 
is a definable bijcction, so p(Z) is parametrizable. The diagram 
commutes, so V(X,, . . . , X,)E2”) x ..a x 2”rg 
41, ‘@’ ‘(X,. .X,J)Z Y -yc#qx1, ,.. ,X,)) + p-yx,, . . . ,X”) 
is a definable bijection. Moreover, if 
Z’, = {.xEC/R 1 E(q - ‘(x)) = m), 
then 4’ jzs,,, : Z;,, --) Z,,, is a delinablc bijcction, and the rest of the Icmma follows from 
[I, Chapter 7, 2.101. II1 
For a definable group G let Sub(G) denotc the set of definable subgroups of G, and 
for H c G let Sub,,(G) denote the set of definable subgroups of G containing H. 
Lemma 3.9. Let H he a normal dejnahle subgroup ofa definuble group G. Then the mup 
cb : Sub,[(G) 3 K + K/H&ub(G/H) 
is II de$nuble isomorphism. 
Proof. Let C be a definable set and let 4 : C + Sub,,(G) be a definable map. Then 
I’,,, ,,, = {(c, !/)EC x G/H Ig~&c,!@)f 
= {(c,y)KxGjg~G/H and g~&f~)~ = T+ rj [Cx(G/H)J, 
so @ 0 cj is a definable mapping. 
Now let C’ be a definable set and let 4’: C’ -+ Sub(G/H) be a definable map. Then 
r* I ,,,’ = ((c, g) EC x G I{~E@- ’ ~J&(L’)) 
= {(c, ~)EC x G [3g’+(c) g’g- %HJ 
= {(c,g)ECxGIZlg’EG (c,g’)~r~’ and g’g-‘EH), 
so @-‘v/J’ is a definable mapping. q 
Lemma 3.10. Let p he a prime, G a dejnahlr group, und Z s Sub G a ptrrumet,+izuhle set. 
Then rhe set 
Zp :.= ((K, H)@Sub G) x Z I [K : HI = p) 
is pammerrizuble. 
Proof. Let cb : C + Z be a definabie parametrization, 
Define 
x = {(w,, .*a , gp)eC x G”lg,+(c) u -.. uy,,Q,(c) is a group and 
vi #jE(l, ..* qPkli$(CJ n clj4(C) = 0). 
We have 
Ek 91, **. ,~,,)EX 8 Va,bEG (c,a)~f& and (c,h)~r~ =+ 
(1) Vi #jE{l, . . . ,p) gia #gjb 
(2) ‘dl I i,j 5 p 31 5 k 5 p 3gEG (c,y)Efg and BiUgjb = gk.4 
(3) Vl 5 i 5 p 31 I k 5 p 3g~G (c, {j)Ef,,, and ~iu{jk~~ = C. 
Therefore X is dcfinablc. 
Put 
‘I/ = (‘1/l, Y,) :x 3(c, 91, . . . , g/J --) (g&J(c) u ..’ u g,qQc), (/d(c’))ZP. 
We have 
TV, = {k 91, .-* , gp, h)EC x G” x GI kw/W u ... u gpqQ)} 
= ((G 91, -*- ,g,,h))31 <i~p~~~G(~,~)~rJ,andIt=yiU), 
so Y1 is definable. Since 
rv* = {Cc, C/l, ... , gp, NEC x G” x Cl k&c)}, 
V2 is also definable, and so YJ is a definable surjection. 
Define an equivalence relation R on X by 
kg,, ... ,gp)R(c',g',, . . ..g’J - ‘P(c,g,, . . ..Y~)= y(c’,dlt ---tY;)- 
We have 
k 9 1, . . . t gp) R V, Y’, . . . , s’,, 
- s*at4u e-. u g,,&(c) = .y;~$(c’) u ... ug’,,&c’) and 4(c) = c$(c’) 
- c = c’ and VaEG: 
* (31 < i < /I 3b~G (c, b)~fg a.nd a = g’ih)], 
which proves that R is definable. Therefore 
‘YI X,R : X/R -+ Zp 
is a definable bijectkn. 0 
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Proposition 3.11. L,et p he u prim, H a p-subgroup r,f’u dL_lfinahle group G, and let 
Sub;,(G) = (K&ub(G) 1 H < K und [K : H-J = p> . 
7’hpn Sub;,(G) is paranletrizahle and if E(G/H) = 0 mod p, then 
E(S&,(G)) = 1 modp . 
Proof. By Lemma 3.10, with 2 = {H}, Sub:,(G) is parametrizable. First suppose that 
H = (e), and put 
G, = {sEG\{e} Igp = e}, 4 : G,w --) (9) E S#,(G). 
We have 
f,/, = ((g, h)eG x G I Ws)) 
= {(g,h) EGxG130Ii<p- 1 h=d}, 
so C/I is a definable mapping. 
All fibers of d, have cardinality p - 1, so E(G,) = E(Subf,(G))*(p - l), by Remark 
3.6 and [i, Chapter 7, 2.111. By proof of Lemma 2.5, E(G,) + 1 = Omod p, so 
E(Sub$(G))*(p - 1) = - 1 modp, i.e. E(Subr,(G)) = 1 modp. 
Now, let H be an arbitrary p-subgroup of G, and fix H’ such that [H’: H] = p. 
Then, by Corollary 2.8, N,,,(H) # H1 so N,,.(H) = H’ i.e. H is normal in H’. Hence 
H’ < N,(H). Therefore, 
{K<GIN<Kand[K: H]=p}={K<N,(H)IH<K and [K:H]=p), 
so we may assume that H is normal in G, because, by Lemma 2.7, E(N,(H)/H) = 
E(G/H) = 0 mod p. 
By Lemma 3.9, Sub;(G) and SubT,,(G/H) are definably isomorphic, so 
E(Suba(G)) = E(Sub$>(G/H)) E 1 modp. Cl 
Proposition 3.12. Lcjt G be a definable group, and let Syl,(G) = {H 1 H is u Sq’low 
O-subgroup of G}. Then Syl,(G) is parametrizable and E(Syl,(G)) = 1. 
Proof. Let P be a Sylow O-subgroup of G. Then, by Theorem 2.21, 
C$ : G/N,(P)3g -.b gPg- ’ &yI,(G) 
is a bijcction. We have 
&,= {(s,h)~(C;lNc(r))xGlh~gPg-‘}, 
so(g,h)Ef’+ iff 3pEPh = gpg-‘. Hence f& is a definable set and C/I is a definable map. 
Therefore Syi,(G) is parametrizable and it sufhces to show E(G/N,(P)) = 1. 
Let P act on G/N,(P) by p * xM,(P) = p.uNG(P). We have 
V~EP pxN,(P) = xN,(P) - VPEP xmlpxNG(P) = NG(Pj 
-2 VPEP x-‘pxEN,;(P) c> x-‘PxcN&P). 
Since P is normal in N,(P), P is the only Sylow O-subgroup of N,(P), by Theorem 
2.2 I. Hence 
x-‘PxcN,(P) -ca x- ‘Px = P c> XENG(P). 
Therefore the only fixed point of the conakkred action is eN,(P), so, by Lemma 2.4, 
E(G/N,(P)) = 1. Cl 
Let p be a prime, Ha p-subgroup of a definable group G, k a natural number, and let 
p’;lSub(G) = {K c G ( N < K and [K : 1-11 = p”), 
&Sub(G) = {K < G 1 there is a Sylow O-subgroup H’ of G 
such that H’ c K and [K : H’] = pk 1. 
Theorem 3.13 (Syiow-Frobenius Theorem). !fS denotes pi,Sub(G) OY ptSub(G) then 
S is purametrizctble und either S = 8 or E(S) = 1 modp. 
Proof. We will prove the theorem by induction on k. 
The case k = 0 follows from Proposition 3.12. 
For k 2 0 put 
S = p$Sub(G) or p$ub(G), T = p’;: ‘Sub(G) or p$+ ‘Sub(G), 
respectively, and suppose the theorem is true for k. 
Define 
X = {(K, M)ES x Sub(G) 1 [M: K] = p) . 
By Lemma 3.10, X is parametrizable. 
Let pr : X -+ S, pr’ : X -+ Sub(G) be the projections. By Theorem 2.14, pr’(X) = T, 
and if X # 8, pr(X) = S. Suppose X # 8, then for KES pr-r(K) = {K) x Sub;(G). 
and, by Proposition 3.11, E( pr- r(K)) = 1 mod y. By Lemma 3.8, 
E(X) = Cm.E((K~SIE(pr-l(K)) = m)), 
lIEi 
so 
E(X) = ~E((KESIE(~~-‘(K)) = ~1) mode. 
nre7 
Since 
u ~KESI E(pr- l(K)) = m) = S, 
m EP 
E(X) 5 E(S) mod p, so by the inductive hypothesis, E(X) = 1 mod p. 
For ME T, 
pr’- ‘(M) = p$ub(M) or &Sub(M), 
and so, by the inductive hypothesis, E( pr’- i(M)) = 1 modp. By Lemma 3.8, T is 
parametrizable and 
E(X) = Cm.E((METIE(pr’-‘(iZ~)) = nz)), 
,,!F ? 
so 
E(X) = ~E({MET:E(~~‘-l(M)) = m])modp. 
rnEI 
Since 
u {METlE(pr’-‘(M)) = m> = T, 
n1d! 
E(T) s E(X) = 1 modp. 
Remark. Let us consider the o-minimal structure of semialgebraic sets. If A is 
a semialgebraic set, and 2~2~ then Z is parametrizable iff there is a uniform bound 
N such that every element of 2 can be described by N polynomials of degree I N. 
4. Properties of definable groups of no6zero Euler characteristic 
Proposition 4.1. Let G he u &$nuhle group and E(G) - If_ 1. Then 
p,#: GEX --t X”EG 
To prove the proposition we will need two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. Jf A E G is UEI ahstruct set of’ puirwise commuting ekmer~ts, t&w (A) is 
uneliun. 
Proof- Let Z,(G) denote the centralizer of !I in G. WC may assume G = (A). For 
SEA, As%,,(G), hence Z,,(G) = G, so ELI = UC) for all c[cA, ~IEG. Hence for 
.rl~G, A c x,(G) , hence %JG) = G, proving that G is abclian. U 
Lemma 4.3. Let G he u dcfinuhle uheliun grolrp and E(G) = f I. Then 
p,:G~x--+ YEG 
is u hiject ion ,fiw n 2 I, 
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Proof. Since 3 is a ?elian, p,(G) is a definable subgroup of G. For any XEG/~,(G) we 
have X” = C9 but E(G,‘pn(G)) = C_ 1, so G/p,(G) h as no elements of finite order different 
from E?, and knee G/p,(G) = (Z), which proves surjectivity of p,,. 
Suppose x,y~G and xn = y”. Then (~-iy)~ = (x”)-iy” = e. Since E(G) = + 1, G has 
no elements of finite order different from e, so x-iy = e, i.e. x = y. Hence p,, is 
injective. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let UEG. By Lemma 4.2, there is an abelian definable H -C G 
with UE~‘. By Lemma 4.3, there is exactiy one khi such that h” = u, which proves 
surjectrvity of pn. 
Suppose there is gcG such that g” = t4. Let K = Z,(G) n H. We have 
gug-’ =&g-i = n - g - u, so ugK. Since K -C H, K is abeiian, so, by Lemma 4.3, 
u has 0th root in K. Hence, by uniqueness of h in H, hEK. Then hEZ,(G) , i.e. gh = hg. 
Since G has no elements of finite order save e and (g- ‘h!, = q-“h” = u- ‘u = e, g = h 
and pI: is injective. 0 
?roposition 4.4. Let G be a dejnable abelian group of Euler chnrxteristic # 0. Then 
G = iJ x T, where H, I’< G, E(H) = &- 1 and T is.finite. 
Proof. Let E(G) = m. Then mG < G and E(mG) = + 1, because G contains elements 
of order either infinite or dividing m, and so mG contains only elements of infinite 
order. 
By Proposition 4.1, p ,,,: mG -+ mG is an isomorphism. Hence 
G 3 g --) (p,j ‘(mg), g - pi ‘(mg)) EmG x T 
is an isomorphism, where 7’ = Ker{ G 3g + mg E G}. By Lemma 5.7, T is finite. c3 
5. Properties of O-groups and tori 
Definition 5.1. A definable group G is a torus iff it is a O-group, and for every definable 
H < G there is a O-group K < H with [H: K] finite. 
Remark 5.2. Let p be a prime or 0. 
(aj If G is :: p-group and H is normal in G then G/Y is a p-group. 
(b) If G is a torus and H is normal in G then G/H is a torus. 
Proof. Part (a) iz clear. To prove part (b) let K/H < G/H. Since G is a torus and 
K < G, there is a O-group P < K with [K: P] finite. Since (P* H) /H N P/(P n H) , by 
part (a), (P. H) /H is a O-group. We have P c P * H < K, and so [K/H : (P. H) 
/H] = [K: P. H] is finite. 0 
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Example 5.3. Define addition in G = R x S2 (e) by 
(x, 4 + (y, \.v) = 
(x + y, u - w mod (e)) if tl. -4%’ < e, 
(x + y + 1, u.wmod(e)) if u’w 2 e. 
Then (G, + ) is a commutative semialgebraic O-group, containing (X, + ) as a 
subgroup, hence is not a torus. (The only subgroups of G are ((0, 1)). 
{( - In(u), 2.4) 1 UEF~, R, R x F, and G, where F denotes a finite subgroup of Sz(e). 
Since E(G) = 0 and G has no proper subgroups with Euler characteristic 0, G is 
a O-group.) 
Lemma 5.4. IfO+ H --% G -& Q + 0 is an exact sequence oJdeJnable abelion 
groups then 
(a) if PI and Q are O-groups then G is a O-group, 
(b) if Ii and Q are tori then G is a torus. 
Proof. (a) Fix K < G. We have (M + K) /K -H/(H n K) . Since H is a O-group, 
E((H + K) /K) = 0 or HcK. If E((H + K) /K) = 0 then E(G/K) = E(G/(H + K)) 
.E((H + Kj /K) = 0. If NEK then G/K -(G/H) /(K/H) -Q/$(K) , so E(G/K) = 0, 
because Q is a O-group. 
(b) Fix K < G. We have K/(H n K) -(I?+ K) /H < G/H-Q, so there is a 
O-group P -c K/(H n K) such that [K/(H, n K) : P] < 03, because Q is a torus. Let @ : 
A -+ K/(Ei n K) be the standard surjective group homomorphism, and let N be the 
minimal definable subgroup of Q-'(P) of finite index. It s&ices to show that N is 
a O-group. 
Fix M -C N. Since P is a O-group and 
CP-~(P)/[M + (II ,A K)] N [@-'(P)j(H n Kj]/([M + (H n KjllW n Kj} 
= P/{[M +(H n K)]/(Hn K)), 
E(@-l(P)/[M+(H n K)])= 0 or M+(HnK)= W'(P) . 
If E(@- '(P)/[M + (H n K)])= 0 the I 
I?(@-'(P)/N)d3NjMj = E(@-'(P)/V) 
= E(@-'(P)/[M + (H n K)]).El[M + (H n K)]/M)= 0, 
and so E(N/M)=O. 
If M +(H n K)= @-l(P) then @-‘(P)/M = [M + (H n K)]/_M-(H n K)/ 
(H n K n M) . Since H is a torus, then! is a O-group S with [(H n K): S] finite. We 
have [S + (H n K n M)]/(H n K n Mj] 2: S/S n H n K n M), and so either 
E([S+(H n K n M)]/(H nK n M))=O or SsH n K n M. 
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If E( [S + (H rl K n M)]/(H n K n M)) = 0 then 
E((H n K)/(H n K n M)) = E((N n K)/[S + (N n K n M)]) 
.E([S + (H n K n M)]/(H n K n M)) = 0, 
hence E(@- ‘(P)/M) = 0, and so E(N/M) = 0. 
If SEH n K n M then [(H n K):(H n K n M)J < 00, and so [C’(P): M] < CXI, 
i.e. M = N. 0 
Example 5.5. Let G I e the group described in Example 5.3. By Lemma 5.4, G x G is 
a semialgebraic abehan O-group containing [w2 as a subgroup. In particular, G x G has 
uncountably many subgroups. 
Lemma 5.6. Let G be a p-group, and let Z(G) be its center. Then 
E(Z(G)) = C;‘mod p. 
Proof. Let G act on itself by conjugation. By Lemma 2.4, E(G,) = E(G) = Omodp, 
where Go = (x~~G~g.xg-~ = s VgEGj- = Z(G). 0 
Lemma 5.7. Ler The a dejnahle abelian group such that there is kE N + such that kt = 0 
for all t E T. Then T is jinite. 
Proof. Since T does not contain elements of order p > k, E(T) f 0. Let 
E(T) = f p;‘. . . . -pin be the prime decomposition, and let Fi be a strong Sylow 
pi-subgroup of T, for 1 I i I II. By Theorem 2.14 and Remark 2.15, 
F=F,+ ..a + F, is a finite subgroup of Tand E(F) = E(T). The group T/F has all 
elements of finite order and E(T/F) = + 1, so T = F. Cl 
Coro!!ary 5.8, !fS is a dejnabie abelian group then its torsiorl subgroup 
Fin(G) = (gEG I3k EN + kg = O)- 
is countable (but need not be dejnable). 
Proof. For every kciW + .( g E G 1 kg = 01 is a definable subgroupof G, so is finite, by 
Lemma 5.7. We have 
Fin(G) = U {gEGI kg = 0} . Cl 
keN, 
Definition 5.9. Let G be a definable O-~~~ + Xl L.p. A definable subgroup H of G is maximal 
iff for every proper definable subgroup K of G if H -C K then [K : H] is finite. The set 
of maximal subgroups of G is denoted by Max (G) . 
Let Aut (G) denote the set of definable automorphisms of G. 
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Proposition 5.10. Assunze that for every ahelian O-group H containing only jinite 
dejinahle subgroups Aut (H) is countable. Therz,for every abelian O-group 6, Max(G) is 
countable. 
Proof. Induction on dim G. 
If dim G = 0 then G is finite, so Max (G) is finite. 
Assume the proposition for groups of dimension I n. and suppose that dim 
G=rz+ 1. 
If G has no subgroups of nonzero dimension then 
Max(G)c(finite subsets of Fin(G)), 
so Max(G) is countable, by Corollary 5.8. 
In the other case choose H < G, such tl- lat dim H 2 I, and H contains only finite 
subgroups (by dcc on definable subgroups). Since dim (G/H) I n, by the inductive 
hypothesis, Max(G/H) = (H,/H 1 rn~Nf. 
Suppose for all g 4 UrnEN H,, (g) + G. Then if K < G and K +uVmeNH,n, then 
K = G. If KCUmEN H,, then K + H E UrnEN H,,, so K + HE H,, for some ~?ZC N. There- 
fore Max(G) = {H,, 1 rn~N}. 
Now suppose that for some g # Unlerm H,, K = (8) is a proper subgroup of 6. Since 
Y 4 UrnEN H,,/H, (S) # G/H. Therefore H + K = G. 
Since H n K is a proper subgroup of H, it is finite. If MEMax( then 
dim(M + H n K) = dim M and (M + H n K)/H n KEMax(G/H n K). Hence, by 
Theorem 2.6, if Max(G/H n K) is countable then Max(G) is countable, so we may 
assume G = H x K. 
Let MeMax(H x K), and let 
p: H x K3(h, k) + hEH, q:HxK+h,k)+kEK. 
If p(M) # H then M < p(M) x K, so [p(M) x K: M] is finite. Hence, by Theorem 
2.6 and because H has countably many subgroups, the set 
fMEMax(H x K)lp(M) # H) 
is countable. 
Suppose q(M) Z K. Then M < H xq(M) , so [H xq(M): M] is finite and ME 
Max(K). Since K = G/H is a O-group and dim K I n, by inductive hypothesis, 
Max(K) is countable. Hence, by Theorem 2.6, the set 
{ MEMaW x K) I q(M) # K} 
is countable. 
NOW suppose that p(M) = H and q(M) = K. If M n(H x {O})= H x CO}. then 
M = G. Hence M n (H x (0)) = F x {0}, where F is a finite group. Put 
p’:(H/F)xK+z,k) -+&H/F, q:(H/F)xKg(f;,k) +keK. 
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We have a bijection 
(M~Max(HxK)J1M~((Hx(O))=Fx(O),p(M)=Handq(M)=K)~JM 
+ M/(F x (O))E{!M’EMax((H/F) x K)J 111’ n [(H/F) x {Of] = ((O,O)j, 
+ p’(M) = H/F, g’(M’) = K } . 
Since there are countabty many finite subgroups F < H, it suffices to show that the 
set 
X = {MEMax(H x K) ( M n (H x (0)) = ((0, O)>, p(M) = H, q(M) = K 1 
is countable. 
if MEX then for every ~EK there is a unique h(k) EH such that (/z(k), k) EM. The 
mapping 
hM:K3k-+ huh 
is a definable surjective homomorphism, and so we have a bijection 
XEIM --f Iz,E(definable surjective homomorphisms from K to H) . 
Since K/Ker(h,) is isomorphic to fi, Ker (h,)~Max(K) . As we proved above, 
Max(K) is countable, so it suffices to show that the set of definable surjectivc 
homomorphisms from K to H with a fixed kernel Q is countable. The mapping 
{definable surjective homomorphisms fromK to H with kernel Q> 312 
+ &E{definable isomorphisms from K/Q io H} 
is a bijection, and the set on the right-hand side is bijective with Aut (H), which we 
assume to be countable. 0 
Lemma 5.11. lf G is an abelian O-group and H is a proper definable subgroup of G then 
there exists gEG\H with finite order. 
P~-oof. Let K be the smallest subgroup of H with dim K = dim H (see Corollary 2.1 l), 
and let p be a prime not dividing [H: K]. Since E(G/K) = 0, there is ggG\K such that 
PgEK. 
Suppose gEH. Then ~EH/K has an order M 1 [H: K], so nzgEK and gcd(nr, p) = 1. 
We have am + bp = 1 for some a, bE72, and so g = amg + bpg EK, which is not true. 
Therefore gEG\ H. 
The homomorphism p id : K + K has a finite kernel, so dim p_K = dim K. B! minim- 
ahty of K, pK = K. Hence there is ~EK such that pg = pk, and so g - ~EC ,,H and 
p(g - k) = 0. q 
Lemma 5.12. If R contains no countable intervals then a countable family of JGfinable 
sets of dimensions < n cannot cover a definable set of dimension II. 
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Proof. If A s R” and dim A = n then A contains an n-dimensional cell C. There is 
a projection 77: R’” + 77” mapping C homeomorphically onto an open cell 77(C) . If 
A s UC=, Bk then 77(C) c ur= 1 II( and dim 77(Bk) < dim Bk. Hence it suffices to 
show that an open cell in R” cannot be covered by countably many definable sets of 
dimension < K 
Induction on IZ: 
If )r = 1 then, by assumption, an open interval cannot be covered by countably 
many points. 
Let C CI: R”+ 1 be an open cell and suppose that CZ lJc= 1 Bk with dim B,, < r? + 1. 
Let p: R”” -+ R” be the projection and, for XC R”+ ’ and UE R”, let X, = (xe R 1 (a. s) 
EX}. Put 
B’k = (usR” 1 dim( = 1). 
B’k is definable and, since dim Bk < II + 1, dim Bk < II. By the inductive hypothesis 
p(C)\up= 1 Brk # 8. Fix n~p(C)\lJ,“= 1B’k. Then, for all k, dim(BJ, < 1 and: 
C,EUF= ,(Bk)o. But C, is an open interval, which contradicts the case II = 1. Cl 
For a definable group G let End(G) denote the set of definable endomorphisms 
of G. 
Proposition 5.13. Suppose the language L of the O-minimal structure (R, < ,9) has only 
countably many relation symbols, and R contains no countable intervals. If G is 
a d@nable abelian O-group and Sub(G) is countable then End(G) is countable. 
Proof. Let n = dim G, and suppose End(G) is uncountable. 
Fix a formula 4 = @(xi, . . . , xzn, y,, . . . , y,) of the language L (without constants), 
and put 
T(ai, . . . , a,,,) = {(b,, . . . , ME R2” I R t- 4(h, . . . , h,, aI, . . . , a,df . 
Then the set 
X = {(a,, . . . , a,)~R”l i’(al, . . . , a,,) is the graph of an endomorphism of G) 
is definable, the equivalence relation in X given by 
(ai, . . . 9 cnr) 5 (a’,, . . . , CZ’,~) - T(aI, . . . , a,) = T(a’I, . . . , a’,) 
is definable, and 
X/ = 3(a,, . . . , a,) + I’(a,, . . . , a,,)E End(G) 
is a definable parametrization of its image. 
Since there are only countably many formulas without constants in the language L, 
End(G) is a countable union of parametrizable sets, and so one of those parametriz- 
able sets has to be uncountable, i.e. of positive dimension. Hence there exists a defin- 
able injection 
CI: [a. b] + End(G), for some a # b in R , 
i.e. we have a definable map 
4: G x [a, h]g(g, t) --) x(t) (cg)~G. 
By the Cell Decomposition theorem (see [l, Chapter 5, 2.1 I ]I3 there is a ceil 
decomposition 
Gx[a,b] =C,lj.+Ck 
such that 4 1 Ci is continuous. By the definition of cell decomposition, for all LEG 
&: [n, h]~; --f b(g* t) = rug 
has at most k - 1 discontinuity points. If g has a finite order p then for all 
t ~[n, h] 4&t) belongs to the finite set of all elements of G of order p. and hence 
q5y(t) = x(t) (g) assumes at most k different values. 
Let C&LA be all subgroups of G. Define 
A[vl] = ,‘t+, b]l fsEGlx(t)(g) = r(a)(g)f = H,,!:. 
There is Q,EN such that A[q,] is uncountable. Put .4, = A[n,], and choose tidal. 
Suppose we have chosen 
(i) [n, h]2A1 2 ... 2A,, TO = a, ri~,4i .fo~ 1 I i < i’, 
(ii) tzO, .. . , tZ,-1EN: H,,,cM,,,c -** EH”r ,, 
(iii) A, = {t~[~n, h] 1 (gEG 1 g(r) (g) = X(ri) (g)) = ?lni. 0 I i I I’ - I), 
(iv) A, is uncountable. 
Define 
A[~?1 = (=% I CgEG I HO @I = x(r,) W) = K,). 
There is IZ,E N such that A,[q.] is uncountable. Put A,, 1 = Ar[n,] and chose 
r r+l EA,+ 1. We have 
‘dt EA, VgEK,,. I a) (9) = et,- 1) kl), 
in particular, 
VgE H”,. , at,) (Y) = e- 1) ($1). 
therefore 
v’t~Ar kM 1~44 (d = r(b) (s)f- zH,,,. ,T 
hence ZJ,v 1 E Hnr. Moreover, 
A r+ 1 = {t~[a. b] I (gEG 1 ~(t)(g) z Z(ti) (g)) = Hn8, 0 2 i I I’$ a 
Therefore we can continue the construction for all EN. In particular we can 
construct 
(i) [~,h]~AAl~...~Ak,fo=a,~i~Aifor 1 <i<k, 
(ii) llo, . . . ,~,-,EN: H,,c_H,,c ... E Hnk , = H, 
(iii) Ak = (~E[u, h] I (gEG I z(r) (g) = r(ti) (9)) = H,,,, 0 < i I k - lj, 
(iv) Ak iS uncountable. 
B:p Lemma 5.11, there is ~EG\H with finite order. Since g 6 H, g# H,z far 
c)li<k- l,sofor! <rlk 
WEA, vo 5 i I s - 1 z(t)(g) # x(r;)(g). 
In particular, x(rr)(g) # r(t;)(g) for all 0 i i < I’ - 1, i.e. 
are all different, which is impossible. since 4,(f) assumes at most k different values. 
Corollary 5.14. 1fG is a semialgebraic aheliarz O-group, then Max(G) is countable. 
Proof. Propositions 5.10 and 5.13. 0 
Corollary 5.15. ErerJ) semia/gehraic ahelitrn 0-group is monogenic. 
Proof. Corollary 5.14 and Lemma 5.12. [? 
Lemma 5.16. Let G he a definable group, Z a dcrf;nable subgroup @the ceuter of G. arid 
G/Z morrogenic; then G is ahelian. 
Proof. Let G/Z = (_U). Put H = {BEG l{gsg- ’ = s). Then H is a definable subgroup 
of G containing X. Thus p(H) = G/Z, and so H = G, since Z cH. Thus the center of 
G contains Z and s, and hence is all of G. 
Corollary 5.17. Etlet-!; dqfinable O-group is abelian. 
Proof. First suppose that the language of the O-minimal structure has only countably 
many relation symbols and R contains no countable intervals. in this case we prove 
the corollary by induction on dim(G) . 
By Lemma 5.6, if dim G = 1 then G is abelian. 
If dim G = H + 1 then, by Lemma 5.6, dim 2 2 1, where Z is the center of G. By 
inductive hypothesis G/Z is abelian, so is monogenic, by Propositions 5.10 and 5.13 
and Lemma 5.12. By Lemma 5.16, G is abelian. 
If R contains no countable intervals, we may consider the structure (R, -=I ,Y) 
definable in the language consisting of < and all relation symbols that appear in the 
definition of (6, a) . (R, < , 9’) is an O-minimal structure definable in a language 
containing countably many relation symbols, and (G, .) is definable and is a O-group 
in (R, < ,9”), hence G is abelian. 
If R contains countable intervals we may choose a x-saturated elementary exten- 
sion (R’, < , -9”) of (R, < , 9’4, with K > to. If G’ is the canonical extension of G to a set 
definable in (R’, < , 9’) then G’ is a O-group. 
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If R’ contained a countable interval (a, b) = (a,lla~N) then the [a, b] -definablesets 
(a, a,), n~k! would have the finite intersection property (because R’ is dense ordered), 
but nneN(a, a,) = C#I, which is impossible because (R’, < , 9”) is K-saturated. 
Hence R’ contains no countable intervals, and SC G’ is abelian. Therefore G is 
abelian. El 
Corollary 5.18. A semiaigebraic torus has countably many semialgebraic subgroups. 
Proof. Corollary 5.17 and Corollary 5.14. 0 
Corollary 5.19. Maximal tori of a dejinable group are conjugate. 
Proof. Sylow Q-groups of a definable group are abelian and conjugate. Since each 
torus is contained in some Sylow O-group, it suffices to show that an abelian O-group 
contains exactly one maximal torus. 
Suppose H and K are two maximal tori in a definable abelian group G. We have an 
exact sequence of definable abelian groups 
O+H-+H+K+(H+K)/H -+o. 
By Remark 5.2, (H + K)/H 2: K/(H n K) is a torus. Thus, by Lemma 5.4, H + K is 
a torus, and so H = H + K = K. El 
6. Definable torsion groups 
Proposition 6.1. If T is a dejnable group such that there is k EN + such that tk = e for all 
TV 7 then T is finite. 
Proof. If T was infinite, T would contain an infinite abelian definable subgroup, by 
[S, Corollary 2.151, which is impossible, by Lemma 5.7. 0 
Proposition 6.2. lf R contains no countable intervals, then all dejinable torsion groups 
are jinite. 
Proof. Suppose T is an infinite torsion group. By [S, Corollary 2.151, we may assume 
T is abelian. Let T, = {TV TI nt = 01. Then T, is a definable subgroup of T and 
T = Up= 1 Tn. By Lemma 5.12, there is nE N such that dim T, 2 1, which contradicts 
Proposition 6.1. Cl 
Example 6.3. Consider the O-minimal structure of semilinear sets over rational 
numbers. Then G = [0, 1) n Q with addition modulo 1 is an infinite definable torsion 
abelian group. 
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